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Abstract 
Time is an essential dimension to analyse and understand real-world evolution. 
Although many temporal extensions to spatial models have been proposed, 
there is still a need to define modelling methods to describe and represent 
real-world phenomena. This paper presents a set of design patterns modelling 
spatia-temporal processes expressed in an object-relationship data model. The 
proposed framework is based on an analysis of spatia-temporal processes and 
on properties of object-oriented and entity-relationship data models. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Geographical processes involve entities and changes that are located in both 
space and time. Therefore, building a taxonomy of spatia-temporal processes 
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(STP) implies an analysis of the representation of facts and events within 
a space-time framework. According to Peuquet (1994), scientists retain two 
complementary ontological views to define space-time structures. The absolute 
approach (introduced by Newton) identifies space as a collection of points and 
time as a set of instants that exist by themselves. Those dimensions allow the 
objective measure of entity locations within an independent space-time frame
work. In contrast, the relative space-time approach (introduced by Leibniz) 
focuses on real-world entities and uses their mutual relationships to define a 
subjective space-time canvas. For space, this leads to the distinction between 
Euclidean geometry (absolute location) and topological properties (relative 
position). For time, it makes the difference between measured time (abso
lute chronology) and ordered events (historical sequences). These two com
plementary paradigms are mandatory to enable the full potential of temporal 
geographical information systems (TGIS) for real-world phenomena studies 
(Beller 1991, Langran 1992, Flewelling 1992, Cheylan 1993, Frank 1994, Peu
quet 1994, Claramunt 1996). 

Providing an efficient system to operate simultaneously on absolute and 
relative views of space and time implies that geographical (where), temporal 
(when) and thematic (what) components are implemented using an homoge
neous data model (Peuquet 1994, 1995). Because it relates what, where and 
when predicates in a common three-fold structure, the Peuquet's triad frame
work can handle complex queries about geo-historical facts and changes. It 
tracks evolution and describes their consequences. Despite its powerful capa
bilities this framework does not carry explicit information on how and why 
changes happen. It records temporal and locational facts that can be used to 
analyse spatio-temporal patterns and infer underlying processes and relation
ships. However, it does not provide mechanisms to explicitly describe events 
and processes and relate changes of one specific entity to actions of other 
known entities. 

1- Description 11- experimentation 111- explanation 
What What What 

Modelling dimensions D A Where A When Where When Where When 

Observation Facts Events Causes 

Understanding Consequences Processes Theories 

Purpose Observe and dascribe Test hypotheses Understand evolution 

Main goal Measure and analyse Model and simulate Generelize 

Results Syntheses Forecasts Laws 

Figure 1 Three levels of scientific knowledge 

As shown in Figure 1, we postulate three levels of scientific knowledge that 
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lead to description, experimentation and explanation. The purpose of descrip
tion is the representation and analysis of facts in order to discover trends and 
make syntheses. Experimentation goes further, the ultimate goal being to 
forecast future trends. There is a need to model dynamics behind changes in 
order to test hypothesis about their action. This problem must be addressed 
at the process level to discover how things happen and how entities are related 
into spatio-temporal interaction networks. In this context, the purpose is not 
to explain why events happen (i.e. discover the causal relationships) but to 
identify significant properties about the transformation mechanisms and to 
explicitly record relationships among entities involved in real-world processes. 
Accordingly, our model objective is not to replace specific simulation mod
els developed in specialised disciplinary contexts, but to describe data about 
processes and their action in order to feed specialised analysis, modelling and 
simulation tools with appropriate information. 

Describing real-world evolution is a complex task. One may observe the 
status of entities before and after a change occurs, these are facts and conse
quences. An event is a set of related changes leading to a new status. Events 
may be observed without knowledge about the mechanisms leading to change. 
However, we postulate that change happens when a set of active entities or 
forces transform their environment. Most of the time these transformations 
do not occur at random because they are constrained to previous status and 
obey to evolution laws (causal relationships). Discovering these laws is the 
ultimate goal of science (explanation). 

A process is a concept developed by scientists to understand and relate 
changes occurring in nature (e.g., soil erosion, orogenic, growing processes). 
It is an intricate mix of facts (status of entities) and transformation mech
anisms (ordered changes) that must be considered to structure knowledge 
about evolution, build models and forecast future situations. Therefore, to 
describe processes in a data model while keeping the information needed to 
test hypotheses about evolution mechanisms, we must accumulate evidence 
that a set of entities are linked into an active system of transformations that 
is consistent in both space and time. During the data gathering step, there is 
no immediate need to identify the causal relationships linking events (why). 
However, one must stay at the experimentation level and record which en
tities (active and passive) are involved in the transformation, what are the 
differences between their previous and final status (changes), where (absolute 
location or relative position) and when (measured time or historical sequence) 
these changes occur, and, if possible, the mechanisms involved (how). All these 
facts are clues for scientists in their attempt to understand evolution (test hy
potheses, formulate theories and discover the evolution laws). 

Processes may be modelled using a top-down or a bottom-up approach. 
Users may describe evolution using high semantic level concepts based on an 
a priori taxonomy of processes that is application or domain dependent (e.g. 
meteorological processes). For instance, they identify a global process (e.g. 
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warm front) and relate it to specific events (rain, thunderstorm, etc.). How
ever, processes definitions and laws must be provided by system designers to 
permit this deductive modelling approach. On the other hand, the bottom-up 
procedure leads to inductive analysis. In this context, theoretical requirements 
are kept minimal and users provide only a description of observed evolution. 
Typically, they want to accumulate data about changes and transformation 
mechanisms to permit statistical and systemic analysis of spatio-temporal 
patterns. The ultimate goal being to test hypotheses, the data gathering pro
cedure must avoid any a priori that can introduce some bias in the analyses. 

The specific purpose of this paper is to propose a standard way of designing 
STPs, valid for every data model that supports the time and space dimensions. 
It presents a taxonomy of basic STPs in Section 2. The database modelling 
issues are introduced in Section 3. Three design patterns expressed in a spatio
temporal object-relationship data model are presented in Section 4. Section 5 
surveys related work and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 A TAXONOMY OF BASIC SPATIO-TEMPORAL PROCESSES 

Describing geometric transformations of an independent spatial entity im
plies change on four orthogonal attributes (Bertin 1983, Clementini 1993, 
Edwards 1993, Claramunt 1995): shape (form of its boundary), size (area 
of its interior), orientation (compass direction of its major and minor axes) 
and location (position of its gravity centre measured with geographic or Eu
clidean co-ordinates). As shown in Figure 2, these four geometric parameters 
lead to five combinations corresponding to basic STPs: no change (stability), 
change of shape (deformation *), size (expansion and contraction), orientation 
(rotation) or location (translation). All these basic processes apply to any ge
ometric type on 2- or 3-dimensional spaces, except for points since they are 
dimensionless and cannot shrink, rotate or deform. 

Considering geometric relationships, there is a need to extend the previ
ous model in two directions. Firstly, by considering overlapping constraints 
on the directional (shape, size and orientation) and locational changes. Sec
ondly, by introducing a mechanism to handle simultaneous shape and size 
transformations of spatial entities exchanging their land coverage while they 
maintain topological consistency. The first extension constrains the movement 
(isomorphic changes) of an entity (or set of entities): 

• it is not constrained and the entity can occupy any position or orientation 
in space (translation or rotation), 

*In reality, these UpdateGeometry processes are more sophisticated. They can be deforma
tion, contraction or expansion ones. But, for the sake of the example, let us consider only 
basic deformation processes. 
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Basic STP Geometric types Shape Size Orientation Location 

Stability Any Constant Constant Constant Constant 

Deformation Any but point Changed Constant Constant Constant 

Expansion Any Constant Growing Constant Constant 

Contraction Any but point Constant Shrinking Constant Constant 

Rotation Any but point Constant Constant Changed Constant 

Translation Any Constant Constant Constant Changed 

Figure 2 Basic evolutions of a spatial entity 

• it can occupy any free position or orientation in space (exclusive transla
tion or rotation), 

• it may/must conquer a position or orientation presently/previously held 
by an entity(ies) of any type (elective/mandatory immediate/delayed 
succession) , 

• it may/must conquer a position or orientation presently /previously held by 
an entity(ies) ofthe same type (elective/mandatory immediate/delayed 
homogeneous succession), 

• it may/must exchange its position or orientation with an other set of en
tities of any type (elective/mandatory immediate/delayed permuta
tion), 

• it may/must exchange its position or orientation with an other set of en
tities of the same type (elective/mandatory immediate/delayed ho
mogeneous permutation). 

The second extension constrains deformation, expansion and contraction 
of adjacent entities' territory by enforcing transitive topological relationships 
among their boundaries with/without exhaustive or exclusive land coverage 
rule: 

• moving the boundary of an entity must be synchronised with similar modi
fication of adjacent entities of the same type (homogeneous re-allocation 
within a coverage), 

• moving the boundary of an entity is synchronised with similar modification 
occurring on entity(ies) of different type (heterogeneous re-allocation be
tween coverages), 
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• adding an interior boundary into a topological coverage can split an entity 
that disappears and is replaced by new ones (split), 

• removing a boundary from a topological coverage will join adjacent entities 
that disappear and are replaced by a new entity (union). 

All these basic STPs involve at least one entity that has its own spatial at
tributes transformed by the process while the effects may also concern other 
entities of the same or different types. However, in most applications, spatial 
entities are inter-dependent and it is then necessary to handle inter-relation 
networks formed by their joint spatial transformation. While the evolution of 
a single independent entity is modelled using an endogenous approach (pro
cess in which the entity changes by itself), modelling transformations based 
on the interaction of many entities involves some extensions. These exoge
nous processes must express the intrinsic link between individuals' evolution 
while they offer a mechanism to distinguish between the agent(s) provoking 
the change (active entities) from those being modified by its action (passive 
entities). It is not possible to establish an exhaustive list of these functional 
processes because there is no universal criteria to classify them. Neverthe
less three supplementary basic STPs can handle most situations related to 
natural, economical and social sciences: 

• A set of active entities produces a set of new entities (appearing passive 
entities) while consuming an other set of components entities (disappearing 
passive entities). The production process is necessary to carry the systemic 
association between all involved entities, and relates their simultaneous 
appearance and disappearance to the action of producers. 

• A first set of entities creates a new set of entities of the same type. In biolog
ical sciences, the reproduction process is used to link parents and children 
even if the detailed mechanisms of life transmission remain unknown. 

• The transmission process occurs when a set of receiver entities (passive) has 
its attributes modified by some contact with a set of transmitter entities 
(active). This kind of relationships has obvious applications in epidemiology 
and communication or may as well be used to model transmission of forces 
between moving balls over a billiard table. 

Complex real-world processes are described by combining this minimal set 
of general low-level evolution mechanisms (basic STPs) to define sequences, 
conjunctions, disjunctions or cycles of events. These complex processes can 
be described using the Event Pattern Language (Gehani 1992, Motakis 1995) 
to link many basic STPs and define composite STPs (Claramunt 1996). The 
EPL language is already used for active database applications and provides 
logical constructors for the representation of composite STPs, it includes an 
order syntax and coordinating rules. Together, STPs and EPL, provide a 
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standardised and flexible data model that can enable processes analysis while 
putting minimum constraint over their expression. 

3 ISSUES IN DATABASE MODELLING OF 
SPATIO-TEMPORAL PROCESSES 

Every dynamic process in the real world happens in space and time*. A loose 
definition of spatia-temporal process may therefore include all processes mod
ifying some property of an object (Figure 3): 

• its existence: appearance and disappearance of an object (e.g., a new build
ing is built, another one is destroyed), temporary suspension of an object 
activity and/or accessibility (e.g. skating rings are closed during summer), 

• its classification: an object instance may "move" from one object class to 
another one (an agricultural piece of land becomes an industrial lot, a 
village becomes a city), 

• the values of its thematic attributes (e.g. the price of a building changes), 
• the values of its spatial attributes (i.e. geometric or topologic features), 
• the values of its time-related attributes (e.g. the delivery date for an order 

is delayed), 
• its thematic relationships to other objects (e.g. the owner of a building 

changes), 
• its spatial relationships to other objects (e.g. a village adjacent to a city 

becomes included into this city boundaries after an administrative regroup
ing). 

A generic model for the description of processes would, for instance, repre
sent the spread of a disease using the same modelling features as for another 
process causing the value of stock items to increase or decrease. To the best 
of our knowledge, such a generic change data model does not exist yet. 

A major contribution in terms of representing change is currently provided 
by the temporal database approach (Tansel 1993, Snodgrass 1995). Tempo
ral databases associate to each item, designated as temporal, a set of time 
intervals which specify the item temporal validity. Time intervals represent 
changes in the real world (valid time) or the transcription of these changes in 
the database (transaction time). Thus defining an object as temporal allows 
the recording of the corresponding entity life cycle (appearance, disappear
ance, suspension). Classification changes are recorded by time-stamping the 

• As this section develops the database perspective, we shall use the database terminology, 
i.e., we use the term "data model" to refer to the abstract modelling concepts (e.g., object 
type, etc., otherwise termed the meta-model) and the term "schema" to refer to a description 
of application specific object types, etc. for a specific database (otherwise termed the data 
model). We also use the term object, instead of the term entity, as we refer to the database 
representation of a real world entity. 
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Object life 

Appearance ~ 
Ojsappeaf8nce~ 

Relationship Change of 
relationship values 

Figure 3 Object life and changes. 

Change of 
attribute values 

e Evolution 

object memberships in each corresponding class. However, facilities for de
scribing relevant classification changes are still limited. Temporal databases 
similarly represent the history of changes in attribute values and, at least 
partially, in relationships. Note that from the database perspective defining 
an attribute on a DATE domain is not a temporal specification: DATE-type 
attributes are seen and managed as thematic attributes. 

While temporal databases are designed to store historical data (the past) 
as well as present and possible future data (e.g. for planning purposes), they 
are not designed to record which processes activate a change. Additional con
cepts are thus needed to model the processes which cause the changes. We 
focus hereinafter on those processes which act on the geometric features of an 
entity (its spatial type or location) or on its spatial relationships. Consistently 
with the discussions in previous sections, we refer to these as spatio-temporal 
processes, adopting a more restricted definition of this term than the looser 
one mentioned above. 

Previous sections have shown that different applications are interested in 
recording ST processes at very different levels of abstraction, from the most 
basic ones (e.g. a translation) to complex ones which mostly are specific to 
a given application domain. In terms of data modelling, it does not make 
sense to enrich the data model with a new modelling concept for each type of 
STPs required by the application. This would end up in an unlimited amount 
of modelling primitives, i.e. a data model of a complexity unmanageable by 
database users. On the other hand, users should be able to define application 
specific STPs, beyond the standard ones embedded into the system. This 
results in an extensible hierarchy of process type definitions, organised as a 
generalisation/specialisation hierarchy as shown in Figure 4. 

As shown in the Figure 4, STPs are split into basic ones (the basic pro
cesses identified in Section 2) and composite ones, whose composition has to 
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O .• n 

BUDP : Basic Used Defined Process 
CUDP : Composite Used Defined Process 

Figure 4 The inheritance hierarchy of STP types. 

be explicitly defined. The latter are by definition user-defined. The former 
includes the set of system defined STPs, but can be extended, through spe
cialisation, by designers as appropriate to their needs (for instance, to add 
application specific attributes to the description of a system defined process). 
The definition of a STP type should include the following properties: 

• its name, 
• its process type (one of the basic types stability, expansion, contraction, 

deformation, translation, rotation, succession, permutation, production, re
production, transmission, split, union, re-allocation, or the composite type), 

• its temporal data, i.e. the time when the process takes place. It can be an 
instant, a time interval, a set of time intervals or a set of instants. The time 
granularity (the unit of measure) needed to express time must be defined. 

• its composition, if any. This composition is expressed through a control 
language, e.g. the EPL language (Gehani 1992), which provides constructs 
for defining sequences, conjunctions and disjunctions of processes. 

• the objects on which the process is operating. These objects are: 

- in case of an endogenous process, a characteristic of a single object (its 
life cycle, its classification or its geometry), 

- in case of an exogenous process, the set of involved objects, 

• the thematic and spatial attributes describing the process, if there is any, 
• integrity constraints, if any. For example, a constraint may restrict the 

geometry of the target objects related to one of the source objects. 
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The easiest way of materialising the description of ST processes in a database 
is to define object types as suggested in Figure 4. For each class of similar 
processes of interest to the application, the database designer can define a 
special object type to represent this class. Actual processes will be materi
alised as object instances of the corresponding type. However, to cope with 
the diversity of application requirements, we propose to add a STP dimension 
as well to the other usual modelling primitives used in classical data mod
els, i.e. to relationship types and to attributes. Adding the STP dimension 
to relationship types is of particular interest for the description of exogenous 
processes, in particular for processes which involve only one object in each 
source and target type (i.e. one real world process is represented as one re
lationship instance). Their representation as relationship types between the 
involved object types provides the best visibility in the schema. Thus, for in
stance, the possibility for objects of type A to permute with objects of type 
B can be explicitly defined as a special STP relationship type between A and 
B (permutation). In the same way, a cyclic STP relationship type, linking A 
to itself, will be defined if objects of type A can permute with other objects 
of the same type (homogeneous permutation). 

Finally, we propose the extension of the description of the geometry at
tribute with an STP clause. This allows both the recording of the different 
STPs which acted on the geometry of the object and the enumeration of 
the STPs which are allowed to act on objects of the type. This provides an 
interesting feature for the description of integrity constraints. 

In terms of diagrammatic standards, which are highly appreciated by users, 
at least two options may be considered. Basically, the STP dimension may be 
visualised either through the use of dedicated symbols or through the embed
ding of specific icons. The former would lead, for instance, STP object types 
to be represented by say diamonds where normal object types are represented 
by rectangles. In the same case, the latter would show STP object types as 
rectangles with a STP icon. The same applies to STP relationship types and 
attributes. The actual choice is a matter of preference and of diagram read
ability, not of scientific relevance. 

4 PATTERNS FOR DESIGNING SPATIO-TEMPORAL 
PROCESSES 

This section stems from the discussion in Section 3 and proposes a standard 
way for representing the STPs in a database. Three design patterns (Le., 
generic schematic structures) are designed, which can be used for any appli
cation requiring the modelisation of STPs. In order to be generic, the proposed 
patterns are expressed using a conceptual data model (logical models imply 
implementation choices which would bias the conceptual perspective). 

Thus, the underlying data model has to be: 
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• conceptual, 
• spatial, providing a discrete view, in order to describe spatial entities, 
• and temporal, in order to represent evolving entities. 

Many conceptual spatial data models, e.g. (David 1993, Clementini 1994, Ca
mara et al. 1994, Tryfona 1995, De Oliveira 1997) and temporal data models, 
e.g., (Tansel et al. 1993, Snodgrass 1995) have been defined. Recent proposals 
integrate the time dimension within spatial data models (Allen 1995, Story 
1995, Bedard et al. 1996). Nonetheless, these spatio-temporal models do not 
provide any support for modelling real-world processes. We propose to build 
the process modelling facilities on top of the spatio-temporal MADS object
relationship data model (Parent 1997). MADS aims at the same goals as 
OGIS, the geodata specification currently proposed as a standard for data 
exchange between GIS (OGIS), while being simpler, more orthogonal and al
lowing explicit description of spatial relationships. Nevertheless, the patterns 
we propose for modelling spatio-temporal processes are not specific to the 
MADS model; similar patterns can easily be built for any object oriented or 
entity relationship spatio-temporal data models. 

The following sequel introduces a short description of the MADS model, 
and then discusses the representation of spatio-temporal processes. 

MADS represents spatiality at different levels: object type, attribute and 
relationship type. A spatial object type is characterised by the inclusion of a 
specific attribute, named geometry, whose domain is one of the of supported 
abstract spatial types: point, line, area and their specialisations or generali
sations (MADS supports an extensible hierarchy of 11 spatial types). Spatial 
types are represented in schema diagrams by specific icons, as illustrated by 
the object type Parcel in Figure 5. Spatial relationships may be defined among 
spatial objects to express integrity constraints on their geometries or the ap
plication spatial semantics. The type of the spatial relationship (i.e. inclusion, 
adjacency ... ) is represented in schema diagrams by specific icons. Any object 
type or relationship type can have spatial attributes whose domain is one of 
the abstract spatial types. 

Defining an object type (or a relationship type or an attribute) as tem
poral means that the designer wants to represent its history: the database 
will represent all the different object instances/values, associated with their 
corresponding valid times. For example, defining the object type Parcel as 
temporal means that the creation and deletion time of each parcel will be 
stored in the database. Defining the geometry of Parcel as temporal means 
that for each update of the geometry, the system will add the new geometry 
into the database while keeping the previous ones with their updated valid 
time. 

Let us illustrate some of the MADS features through an example. In Figure 
5, Parcel is a spatio-temporal object type whose textual description is: 
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OBJECT Parcel 
TEMPORAL DAY • 
GEOMETRY AREA TEMPORAL DAY • 
ATTRIBUTES: ( 

number: STRING [1:1] • 
use: STRING [0:1] TEMPORAL DAY) 

END Parcel 

Comment: The temporal clause specified at the object level instructs the 
system to keep track of the life cycle of the parcel: when it was created, when 
its existence was suspended or reactived, when its was deleted in the real 
world. The geometry clause specifies that parcels are areas. The temporal 
specification associated to geometry instructs the system to keep track of the 
values of the geometry over time, with a time granularity of a day. Parcel has 
two monovalued attributes, number and use. Number is mandatory (cardinal
ity is [1:1]), while use is optional (cardinality is [0:1]). Use is temporal: the 
system will keep track of its values. 

To describe spatia-temporal processes we may use any of the three main 
concepts of the data model, object type, relationship type and attribute. More
over, each concept can be spatial or not, temporal or not. As previously men
tioned, the easiest - and also the more efficient - solution is to use object types. 
Thus, in a first step we propose a description of processes as object types and 
in a second step we discuss in which cases and how this description can be 
simplified using relationships or attribute concepts. 

4.1 Describing processes as object types 

Each set of similar processes is described as an object type whose character
istics implement the properties defined in Section 3: 

• name: a property describing the type -not the instances-. It is the name of 
the object type. 

• temporal data: the description of the process life cycle. Thus the object 
type will be temporal. Temporal integrity constraints bind its life cycle to 
objects related to this process. 

• process type: a property describing the type. In object oriented models 
supporting the class attribute concept, process type is a class attribute 
with an enumerated domain. The MADS model should be extended, or an 
integrity constraint should be attached to the object type asserting that 
the value for the process type attribute is constant. 

• composition: if the application needs a detailed description of composite 
processes with their component processes, component processes are also 
represented as objects. Composite processes and component processes will 
be linked through aggregations, which are a specific type of relationships of 
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MADS, with a "part-of' semantics. Moreover the EPL description of the 
generic composition of all the processes of this type should be kept. Thus 
the system will be able to check the composition of the process instances 
(i.e. the aggregation instances). This EPL description is a property of the 
object type. It will be a constant attribute with the set of EPL sentences 
as domain. 

• the objects on which the process is operating: a binary relationship is de
fined for each role assumed by one of those objects. For example, in a split 
process, there are two roles, the source object, and the target objects. 

• thematic attributes: descriptive attributes of the object type. 
• spatial attributes: there are two solutions: describing the process as a spa

tial object type, or adding one (or several) spatial attribute(s) to the object 
type. The choice depends upon the semantics of the process and attribute. 
Describing a process as a spatial object type relate it to other spatial (pro
cess) objects through spatial relationships. 

• integrity constraints: they are attached to the object type. 

Let us use an example to illustrate the different ways of recording processes. 
Assume a land management application which records processes modifying 
parcels: 

• the processes (called UpdateGeometry) that change the geometry of a par
cel, 

• the processes (called LimitChange) that modify the limit between two con
tiguous parcels due to its correction or to the fact that one owner is selling 
a strip of his/her parcel to his/her neighbour, 

• the processes (called ParcelsRegrouping) that restructure the land in a 
given area. They act on many parcels simultaneously, modifying the bound
aries between parcels, uniting parcels and splitting parcels. 

In Figure 5, ParcelsRegrouping processes are described as an object type, 
the textual description is given below. 

OBJECT ParcelsRegrouping 
TEMPORAL INTERVAL MONTH • 
STP COMPOSITE • 
COMPOSITION· ( Re-Allocation(Parcel) l Split(Parcel} l Union(Parcel}} 
GEOMETRY AREA */ The area involved by the grouping /* • 
ATTRIBUTES: ( 

comment: STRING) 
END ParcelsRegrouping 

Comment: ParcelsRegrouping is a composite process, composed of Re-Allocation, 
Split and Union basic processes as shown by the three aggregation rela
tionships in Figure 5. The composition clause of the textual description of 
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• Spatial object of type Area 

e Temporal objects, relationships and attributes 

• Spatio-temporal Process 

• Aggregation 

1 .. 1 

Re~lIo~. 
cation V 

1 .. n Cardinalities; each object must be linked by at least 1 and at most n 
instances of the relationship 

~ Relationship 

Figure 5 Land management application example. 

ParcelsRegrouping specifies that the component processes run simultaneously 
(conjunction operator denoted as &). ParcelsRegrouping is linked to Parcel 
through the relationships, Source and Target, which describe the source and 
target parcels of the process. 

One classic way of implementing such process descriptions as object types 
in an object oriented database management system is to create a subclass, 
say STPobject, of the generic class Object, with attributes describing the 
temporal, STP and composition clauses. 

4.2 Describing processes as relationship types 

The description of a set of processes as an object type, plus its relationships 
to the spatial object types involved in the processes, can be simplified if it 
satisfies the following two conditions: 

• the process type must be a basic one (in entity relationship models a rela
tionship cannot be linked to another relationship), 
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• for each instance of process, the number of involved spatial objects is the 
same {in entity relationship models each role of a relationship instance is 
connected to one and exactly one object instance}. 

In this case the object type and the relationship types can be merged into 
a single relationship type. Such a transformation is a well known equivalence 
of two entity relationship schemas {Hainaut 1996}. 

In the land management example, ParcelsGrouping cannot be simplified, 
while LimitChange, which is a specialisation of the basic process Re-Allocation 
involving exactly two parcels, can either be described as an object type and 
two relationships, or as a unique relationship. This second solution is illus
trated by Figure 5. 

RELATIONSHIP LimitChange 
TEMPORAL INSTANT DAY , 
STP RE-ALLOCATION , 
ROLE SOURCE Parcel [O:N] , 
ROLE TARGET Parcel [0: N] , 
ATTRIBUTES: ( 

deed-number INTEGER [0:1] , 
lawyer [0: 1] ( 

lawyer-name STRING [1:1] , 
lawyer-address STRING [1:1] ) ) 

END LimitChange 

4.3 Describing processes as attributes 

The description of basic processes that model the evolution of a single entity 
{e.g. expansion, contraction, deformation}, can even be simpler than a rela
tionship type. A mere attribute is sufficient, as these processes are linked to 
one {and exactly one} entity {i.e., endogeneous processes involving an inde
pendent entity according to our process classification}. In this case, the generic 
description as an object type plus a relationship type reduces to an attribute. 
More precisely, as each of these processes acts on the geometry of an entity, 
the data describing the process should be associated to the corresponding 
modified value of the geometry. In other words, the geometry of the spatial 
entity is a complex attribute with two components: the geometry itself and 
the data describing the process. 

The new definition of the Parcel object type contains a STP clause as part 
of the geometry description: 

OBJECT Parcel 
TEMPORAL DAY, 
GEOMETRY ( AREA TEMPORAL DAY , 
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STP ( DEFORMATION , 
TEMPORAL DAY , 
comment STRING [l:lJ ) ) 

ATTRIBUTES: (number: STRING [l:lJ , 
type: STRING [O:lJ TEMPORAL DAY) 

END Parcel 

Comment: The description of the STP clause of geometry contains three 
kinds of information: 

• the process type (deformation) * , 
• the temporal data which states that the process time granularity for record

ing the ST processes of geometry is the day, 
• thematic and spatial attributes. In the above example, comment is a the

matic attribute. 

These three patterns describes ST processes as object types, relationship 
types and attributes. They can be used in any application, spatial or aspatial, 
that needs to record the processes involving entity evolutions, whether spatial 
or aspatial. 

5 SPATIO-TEMPORAL RELATED WORK 

We compare our spatio-temporal model principles to some of the researches 
developed so far. Those approaches can be classified in two main categories: 

• Those that consider the time dimension as a fourth spatial dimension (Lan
gran 1992, Hazelton 1992, Worboys 1994), 

• Those that consider time as an independent dimension (Peuquet 1994, 
Claramunt 1995). 

Cartographic-oriented views integrate the time dimension as a fourth spatial 
dimension. They represent a first set of attempts to introduce the time com
ponent into Geographical Information Systems. Successive temporal spaces 
are merged into a same cartographic structure (Le. concept of amendment 
vectors, Langran 1992). New geometric primitives are successively recorded 
within the spatial database (e.g. a parcel limit change leads to the creation of 
a new time-stamped line in the database). 

However, these cartographic views of time lead to a series of limitations: 

·In reality, these UpdateGeometry processes are more sophisticated. They can be deforma
tion, contraction or expansion ones. But, for the sake of the example, let us consider only 
basic deformation processes. 
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• Spatia-temporal entities are not explicitly and homogeneously represented 
as the time dimension is integrated at the geometrical primitive level. This 
is not satisfactory both from the conceptual level and from the implemen
tation point of view. Furthermore, as the geometrical primitives are time
stamped, spatial data may be duplicated when a same geometric primitive 
is shared by distinct spatial entities overlapping in time. We may consider 
the example of a line geometrical primitive shared by a parcel and a build
ing, if the building spatial entity is deleted while the parcel one is still 
existing, the line primitive will be duplicated. Finally, linking the spatial 
database to a non spatial database may be a complex task if spatial entities 
are not homogeneously represented. 

• Composing a time slice from these cartographic approaches is not straight
forward as the visualisation of a map view for a specific timestamp imposes 
to recompose the set of spatia-temporal objects included in the considered 
time-stamp from the geometrical level. 

• Another important limitation of using time as a space dimension is the 
additional resulting topology complexity. The topological set of relation
ships is modified for each spatial change. That may lead to cumbersome 
situations for retroactive spatial changes. 

• This cartographic view of time will finally emphasise the difficulty to inte
grate additional space dimensions. 

A second class of proposals consider time as a specific and independent 
dimension. A triad representation develops an integrated approach of time, 
space and object-related components (Peuquet 1994). The triad framework 
integrates three fundamental and complementary views: location-based (e.g., 
a series of spatial snapshots), time-based (e.g. an ordered list of events), and 
object-based (e.g. the evolution of a spatial entity). As previously mentioned, 
this paper retains this conceptual framework. An object-relationship model 
represents spatial entities and allows to model changes at the object, rela
tionship or attribute levels depending on the application requirements. This 
approach avoids most of the limitations of the cartographic view as time and 
space are considered as two independent dimensions. 

Current spatia-temporal models are oriented toward the representation of 
the evolution of spatial entities. However, none of them provides basic con
structs to specify the underlying knowledge describing the processes occurring 
in the real-world. Although event representations and languages have been re
cently integrated in conceptual spatial models (Frank 1994, Peuquet 1995), 
they do not address the representation of spatia-temporal processes. Using the 
same object-oriented approach, we define design patterns to describe spatia
temporal processes. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

Modelling both space and time allows to cover a large area of applications re
lated to the management, the analysis and the understanding of natural and 
anthropic phenomena. Although spatial information systems provide new per
spectives to real-world phenomena analysis and understanding, they are still 
lacking of spatia-temporal modelling methods. This paper proposes solutions 
for representing spatio-temporal processes. 

To accommodate the complementary absolute and relative views of time, 
we have presented the principles of an integrated spatio-temporal model. The 
framework provides a modelling support to the description and experimenta
tion of real-world phenomena. It is based on a taxonomy of spatio-temporal 
processes which leads to the definition of the basic evolution of a spatial en
tity and of the constrained evolution of several spatial entities. In order to 
materialize the description of processes, their properties are analysed and a 
generalisation/specialisation hierarchy of spatio-temporal process types is pro
posed. The hierarchy is extensible, allowing designers to define new process 
types either as specializations of the basic predefined process types or as new 
composite process types whose composition has to be described explicitly. 
Three generic design patterns are defined, allowing to describe processes as 
object types, relationship types and attributes. The patterns are defined in a 
spatia-temporal data model that supports time at the life cycle level for ob
jects and relationships and at the value level for attributes. The patterns can 
easily be adapted to any other dlIta model offering similar features. Further 
developments include the development of a query interface and application of 
the method to environmental and urban studies. 
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